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COMMUNIQUÉ DE PRESSE

A beautiful competition in Compiegne today, the Grand Prix CDIO 5*
- FEI Nations Cup, the first in France. After their victory by team in
the  CDIO 3*  of  Wellington,  American  riders  carry  out  a  beautiful

performance. The victory is for the American rider Kasey PERRY-GLASS
(USA) and Goerklintgaards Dublet, with a final note of 77,440%. In the
second place there is an other american rider, Laura Graves (5th at the

time as of World Equestrian Games, Caen - 2014) with Verdades and a final note of 75,440%. She is followed
closely by Adelinde CORNELISSEN (NED), which was Silver Medal to the Olympic Games of London in 2012
and Bronze medal to the World Equestrian Games 2014, in Caen. Today with Jerich Parzival, she obtains a
final  note  of  75,400%,  to  the  third  place.  Karen  TEBAR,  signs  a  beautiful  performance  with  Don  Luis
(75,060%), they are classified in the fourth place. The provisional ranking by team for the FEI Nations Cup:
1st: The USA, 2nd: Sweden and 3rd: France. Sunday there will be the two last tests for the CDIO 5*, GPS and
Freestyle, and the final ranking by team for the FEI Nations Cup.

In the other categories of the CDI, two riders fly over the competition: Carl HESTER
(GBR) author of three victories in the three test of the CDI 3* (with Nip Tuck in the GP
and GPS, and with Wanadoo in Freestyle) and a third place. The young Spanish rider
Juan MATUTE GUIMON (ESP) was also impressive by his performances this weekend,
by wining the four tests in which he was entered, with Quantico Ymas in U25 and
Dhannie  Ymas  in  the  category  Young  Riders.  The  Netherlands  dominate  the  Pony
category by classifying 4 riders in the test Individual Pony. Daphne Van Peperstraten
(NED) gains the test with Wonderful Girl (76,098%). 

In Compiegne the day began in music with the Freestyle test from the CDI 2*- Prix
Colas. The test, very appreciated of the public, is gained by Francoise HOLOGNE-JOUX
(BEAUTIFUL)  and  Warhol  (73,875%).  In  the  second  place  we  also  find  Belgium,
represented  by  Liselot  DUPONT  and  Expression  (72,825%),  followed  by  Jeroen
OKKEMA (NED) and Ducati (72,300%) to the third place. Beautiful performance for
French Pierre FLEW who is  classified 4th this test,  with Sir  Piko, in 72,250%. Carl
HESTER  and  Mariette  WITHAGES,  international  judge,  also  offered  us  a  beautiful
moment of division with the public to the necks of a meeting of dedication of their
respective books. Carl Hester: “Making it happen”, its autobiography and “Valegro”,
history of  this  large horse  multi-medal-holder  and of  which Carl  HESTER and the
owner. Mariette Withages:  “There is  a horse in my kitchen”, delivers which mixes
perfectly love with the horses and the kitchen. Each receipt tells us a history related

to the horses. The benefit are entirely transferred with an association. 

Results in live : cli  ck here  -   Live video : cli  ck here   
Start list et résultats : cliquez ici
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